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A Comprehensive Examination Of The Occult Tradition The world of literature

is really fascinating. People are intrigued by the question as to why we study 

literature. The answer is simply to educate and enrich the mind with 

adequate knowledge to assist in handling life problems. Moreover, literature 

brings diversity into to many areas of study because anything can be 

critically studied and analyzed (Inge 2008). Therefore, as a result of flexibility

of study within literature, the purpose of this study is to give a 

comprehensive examination of the occult tradition. 

The word occult is derived from a Greek word ‘ occultus’ meaning knowledge

that is hidden or simply paranormal knowledge (Greer 2003). However, this 

word is only applied by a certain group of people as opposed to all. To the 

people who practice the art of occultism, it simply refers to a more indepth 

spiritual reality that advances beyond the physical sciences and pure reason.

Therefore, the occult tradition is one with a deep history that has roots in the

eastern region of the mediterrenean in the first centuries AD. In addition, the

occult tradition was considered partly synonymous with mystical and 

esoteric two terminologies which seem alike with religion (Lycourinos 2012). 

On the other hand, the occult tradition in western civilization were 

incorporated in a variety of western paths but the systems to occultism still 

remain rooted to the ancient western beliefs. This is very much visible in a 

variety of Hollywood movies (Edwards 2005). The movies depict a society 

practicing dark magic with a lot of spiritualism but these powers are limited 

to just a few who believe in the acts. Thus, the occult tradition is universal 

though beliefs and understanding of the sect is limited in meaning. On the 

contrary, the occult tradition in literature is widely portrayed through secret 
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societies whereby it is defined as a religion highly treasured and adorned 

(Martin, 2008). 

In conclusion, the world of literature is fascinating. It brings flexibility in 

study. On the contrary, the occult tradition is a set of practices with a hidden

meaning only known to just a few. Furthermore, there exists a lot of 

exploration of the occult tradition in literature as well as films as a result of 

so many mysteries surrounding the subject. Finally, the knowledge on 

occultism is important because it helps us understand the people in the sect 

and the reasons that lead them in engaging in occultic culture. 
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